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Topic 2 Damages: 
Causation and Remoteness 
− Breach of contract à right to claim damages  
− Nominal damages vs substantial damages  

o Nominal damages: a trifling sum awarded to a plaintiff in an action, where there is no substantial 
loss or injury to be compensated, but still the law recognizes a technical invasion of his rights or a 
breach of the defendant’s duty, or in cases where, although there has been a real injury, the 
plaintiff’s evidence entirely fails to show its amount.  

o Substantial damages: considerable in amount, and intended as a real compensation for a real 
injury. 

 
− 3 Limiting rules: 

o Causation – did the wrong lead to the loss 
o Remoteness – predicted/expected losses  
o Mitigation – expected to act reasonably to avoid further loss  

1. Causation 

 

A) Common law test 
 
Common law test = breach was a cause of the loss, as determined by application of 
‘common sense’, generally expressed in the ‘but for’ test (Alexander v Cambridge) 
 
*Alexander v Cambridge 

-‐ Facts: A engaged as an auditor by C; A required to correctly evaluate true state of C’s finances [strict 
liability term]; 1971- A incorrectly evaluated financial position as -$10m; evaluation in 1974 -$155m; C 
claimed this difference of $145m; Between 1971 and 74 there were more audit reports, but C only 
relied on the one in 1971; Additionally, the government carried out reformation of policy that resulted 
in massive drop in value of property between 71 and 74 

Alfred McAlpine Constructions Ltd v Panatown Ltd [2000] 3 WLR 946 
-‐ Facts: P and D contracted in a construction project. Both P and 3rd party are parts of the same 

company and P sued for losses suffered by the 3rd party. 
-‐ Held: No claim because in this case, 3rd party had own right of action under Duty of Care deed. 

Majority adopted narrow ground. P must intend 3rd party to benefit and must directly suffer loss 
(or reasonably expected to suffer loss) to remedy 3rd party’s loss. 

 

2 types of breaches: 
o breach of ‘strict liability’ clause (i.e. promise to provide a particular result, e.g. to provide 24 

chairs) è apply common law rules 
o breach of ‘reasonable care’ clause è apply CLA 2002 p46 (applies to all negligence that 

arises from breach of duty of care); damages must be assessed according to s5D (p47). MUST 
MENTION CLA if dealing with negligence in NSW 
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-‐ Issue :Was A liable to pay damages amounting to $145m/Did A cause damage to the extent of $145m? 
-‐ Held: All 3 judges claimed to be using ‘common sense’ 2- NO, 1- YES  

o McHugh: (i) applied ‘but for’ test (as long D’s breach = 1 of the necessary conditions 
causing the loss, sufficient causal link; do not need to additionally prove it was the 
predominant cause; in identifying necessary conditions, ‘ridiculous’ factors should be 
disregarded; same in T&C) è A’s audit was not a necessary condition/cause of the 
loss incurred by C as C would have collapsed regardless of A’s 71 audit; 1971 audit certificate 
was never relied upon by C’s directors in any of its decisions (ii) even if 71 could be construed 
to be a cause, subsequent certificates in 72 and 73 superseded the earlier one (error in P’s 
action- shouldn’t have relied solely on audit of 71) (iii) rejected C’s argument that A caused C 
to continue to exist and therefore was liable for the losses it incurred  

o Glass: applied ‘but for’ test è (i) A breached K in 1971 (ii) A was a cause/necessary condition 
of C’s loss, as if A had properly certified the books, C could have engaged a receiver (iii) There 
were also other causes- the change in government policy did amplify C’s loss; daily decisions 
made by C’s management could have resulted in loss BUT the test is that the D’s breach of 
k is a cause of P’s loss [really low bar] 

o Justice Mahony *rejected ‘but for’ test, applied own test- considered relationship between A’s 
breach of k and C’s loss; held (i) causation may be physical (ii) causation may be interpersonal 
(one person’s words/conduct affects another’s words/conduct); test for determining how to 
discern causation in interpersonal context (given that people exercise their own independent 
will) = (a) Has P correctly understood D’s words/conduct? (b) Were P’s words/conduct part of 
reason for what D then said/did? (c) Did P only act after D’s words/conduct? (d) Did D intend 
for P to act on his words/conduct? NOT IN THIS CASE *further, even if causation could be 
construed, the connection between the breach and loss was too remote- all that A did was to 
“set of a train” of a particular course of action (did not know/intend for the situations that 
eventuated)  

 
BUT the ‘but for’ test is invalidated when concurrent causes could have 
independently wholly caused the loss (courts have not yet proposed a solid 
solution to this problem) 
 
*Reg Glass v Rivers Locking Systems 

-‐ Facts: P, retailer, engaged D to secure door; P bolted steel frame into wooden panels that were able to 
be removed with a crossbar by a thief. Unable to say whether the theft would have been avoided if the 
door had been installed in compliance with the K. Implied term that door would be r. fit for purpose of 
preventing entry by burglars. Breach of implied term. 

-‐ Issue : Did D cause the loss? 
-‐ Held: 

o Majority:  YES; implied promise that D would keep thieves out 
o Dissent:  K was not breached; Independent volition of the thief was the factor that caused the 

loss (if the thief really wanted to break in, he would have done so regardless of the security 
system) 

 
Vertch v Aveng EWCA Civ  

-‐ Facts: Hotel owner had a huge bank loan and was going bust and they were sued. Their lawyer gave 
them bad advice. The bank won the litigation and took the hotel. So hotel owner sued the lawyer for 
negligence  

-‐ Held: Breach but no causation. Court said that while there was a breach of contract but no causation 
because the hotel was going to fail anyway  

 
Calvert v Willian Hill, EWCA Civ 
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-‐ Facts: Calvert has a gambling problem – he tells William hill – promise to not let me gamble – but 
they let him go ahead and gamble anyway and loses a lot of money. Contract – the gambling house 
had made a promise BUT he had made no consideration  

-‐ Held: Tort – so tort was more likely. But the judge said even if contract there was no causation 
because he would have loss the money gambling somewhere else anyway  

B) Civil Liability Act 
 
5D General principles  
(1) A determination that negligence caused particular harm comprises the following elements:  

(a) that the negligence was a necessary condition of the occurrence of the harm ("factual 
causation"), and 
(b) that it is appropriate for the scope of the negligent person's liability to extend to the harm so 
caused ("scope of liability"). 

(2) In determining in an exceptional case, in accordance with established principles, whether negligence that 
cannot be established as a necessary condition of the occurrence of harm should be accepted as establishing 
factual causation, the court is to consider (amongst other relevant things) whether or not and why 
responsibility for the harm should be imposed on the negligent party. 
(3) If it is relevant to the determination of factual causation to determine what the person who suffered harm 
would have done if the negligent person had not been negligent:  

(a) the matter is to be determined subjectively in the light of all relevant circumstances, subject to 
paragraph (b), and 
(b) any statement made by the person after suffering the harm about what he or she would have done 
is inadmissible except to the extent (if any) that the statement is against his or her interest. 

(4) For the purpose of determining the scope of liability, the court is to consider (amongst other relevant 
things) whether or not and why responsibility for the harm should be imposed on the negligent party. 

2. Remoteness 
− Remoteness: test that limits liability (whereas causation is quite permissive); low bar causation è D could 

be liable for long train of events; therefore, remoteness test that draws line at some point (Hadley v 
Baxendale) 

a) What kind of loss is to be compensated? 
 
Hadley v Baxendale  

-‐ Facts:  P, millers, engaged D to fix broken mill shaft to fix it; D delayed delivery for 5 days. Hadley said 
that for the few days you were late – I haven’t been able to use my mill – so I want you to compensate 
me for my loss.   

-‐ Held: D liable for loss if it may fairly and reasonably be considered “either as arising naturally i.e. 
according to the usual course of things…or such as may reasonably be supposed to have been in the 
contemplation of the parties at the time they made the contract as the probable result of the breach”  

 
 
 

TWO LIMBS: 
1. GENERAL/USUAL LOSSES: D liable for loss that arises naturally (i.e. if that type of breach always 
causes loss of that kind); Court imputes knowledge of such ‘natural’ losses and treats D as having 
presumed responsibility for such losses, unless there is an exemption clause 
2. SPECIAL LOSSES: D liable for special loss that D had actual knowledge of when K was formed (i.e. 
losses that occur because special circumstances existed) 
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Victoria Laundry (Windsor) Ltd v Newman Industries Ltd [1949] 2 KB 528 
-‐ Facts: Sale of boiler to launderers and dyers. Buyers told sellers that they intended to put it to use ‘in 

the shortest possible time’. Delivery delayed by a little over 5 months. Buyer claimed for lost profits, 
including profits lost due to being unable to accept particularly lucrative contracts from government. 

-‐ Issue: Which losses could be compensated?  
o Profit we could have made if we used the boiler (ordinary loss) àYES 
o Loss of tenders from government (extraordinary loss)à NO 

-‐ Held: Remoteness= Knowledge + Probability/Likelihood 
1. Knowledge 

a. General/presumed knowledge (Hadley v Baxendale) 
i. Ordinary losses are losses which a party should have ‘reasonably foreseen’ 

(Look at Koufus case for use of ‘r.f.’) 
1. Knowledge possessed by both parties or by the party who later commits 

breach 
ii. “Ordinary course of things” 

b. Special knowledge of circs peculiar to that K 
i. Extraordinary losses are not r. foreseeable 

ii. Actual knowledge 
iii. To make a particular loss recoverable, the state of knowledge of the D need not be 

proved if the loss was a ‘real danger’ or ‘serious possibility’ (back to first 
limbàH Parsons) 

 
2. Probability 
- Stand in position of parties at the time of K, and ask, would I expect this actual loss to have 

happened from a breach? 
o Reasonably contemplated? NOT r. foreseeable 

 

b) Reasonable foreseeability 
 
Koufos v C Czarnikow Ltd (The Heron II) [1969] 1 AC 350 

-‐ Facts: Charter party of vessel for carriage of large quantity of sugar. Charterers of vessel (C) were 
sugar merchants who intended to sell at the destination port. Owners of vessel (K) knew of market for 
sugar at destination port but not of the charterers’ intention to sell the sugar. Vessel deviated from 
agreed route, which was a breach of contract by the owners of the vessel. As a result, vessel arrived at 
destination port later than expected. The market price for sugar had fallen during the delay. 

-‐ Issue: Could charterers obtain damages for fall in market price? Was the possibility that Koufos could 
have sold the sugar sufficient to say that is was to be considered general knowledge? 

-‐ Held: Appeal dismissed. P awarded damages. 
o It was not unlikely that the sugar owner wanted to sell sugar. Loss was not too remote. 
o In tort, as long as it is not farfetched or fanciful, it should be r. foreseeable. Tort test is quite 

undemanding. (<50%, closer to 0% than k). Can be a fairly unlikely event. K test is more 
stringent. Standard of reasonable contemplation.  

o Loss is likely, or not unlikely to happen  
o Contract test (different opinions of judges) 

§ ‘Is the loss likely to result?’ 
§ ‘Not unlikely’ à Lord Reid (generally preferred view) 
§ ‘Serious possibility’ 
§ ‘Real danger’ 

c) Acceptance of risk and assumption of responsibility 
− In order to rebut the presumption implied by a actual knowledge, the D must show that there was no 

acceptance of the risk for the damage. (e.g. exclusion clause in commercial contracts). In other types of 
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contracts the D may rely on the fact that the price for performance is out of all proportion with 
risk implied by the knowledge obtained. 

− Illustration: If you are about to fly overseas to close business deal. Time is essential-need to reach on time. 
You phone and pre-book taxi to get you there. Taxi driver gets loss, you miss your flight, you lose the deal. 
Can you claim million dollars loss from failure to close the deal from taxi driver? No, fail on remoteness. 

o But what if when you book your taxi, you told them about the business deal you need to close, and 
if you are late you would lose your million dollars. Same facts…Fulfilling requirement in Hedley 
and VL (already told taxi driver), I should be able to claim loss from taxi driver. Problem??? 
Disproportion between taxi driver’s liability and the actual contract price. How to solve the 
problem? 

o Idea of assumption of responsibility. Not only must you apply Hadley, but there is that extra 
element. Did the contract breaker assume responsibility of that kind of loss? Critics of that idea 
say, how do you know if the contract breaker assumed the responsibility? No satisfactory answer.  

 
Transfield Shipping Inc v Mercator Shipping Inc (The Achilleas) 

-‐ Facts: Transfield Shipping was a charterer. It hired use of Mercator's ship, The Achilleas. Transfield 
was meant to have the ship for five to seven months, and return it no later than midnight, May 2, 
2004. Mercator contracted to let the ship to another charterer (Cargill International SA) on May 8, 
2004 at $39,500 a day for four to six months. But Transfield did not return the ship until May 11. 
Since it was returned late, the new charterer, Cargill, agreed to take the ship, but only at $31,500 a 
day, since the freight market had fallen sharply. 

-‐ Issue: The question was how much Transfield should pay to Mercator for returning the ship late. 
Transfield argued they should only pay an amount reflecting the difference between the first contract 
rate and the market rate for daily hire during the delay, at the market rate prevailing then. This would 
make $158,301.17. Mercator argued Transfield should pay the amount they had lost on the new 
chartering contract because of the late return, which adding up the cost over the months would be 
$1,364,584.37. 

-‐ Held: 
o If a party cannot reasonably have been assumed to accept a risk, then they are not liable for 

that risk.  
o You can’t hold the defendant liable, because it is unforeseeable at the time of the contract that 

they assumed responsibility of this risk. 
 
H Parsons (Livestock) Ltd v Uttley Ingham & Co Ltd [1978] QB 791 

-‐ Facts: U contracted to supply and install a hopper to store pigfeed. Hopper not properly ventillated.  
This was a breach of a term of the contract that the hopper be reasonably fit for purpose. Nuts became 
mouldy. P’s pigs ate nuts anyway. Led to diarrhoea and E. coli infection. Many pigs died. P claimed 
damages for dead pigs; expenses incurred in dealing with outbreak; lost sales. 

-‐ Issue: Farmer sued for breach of contract. Supplier agreed but argued that their losses are too remote-
no one would have thought it would cause so much trouble.  

-‐ Court: 
o 2 ways of phrasing 

§ 1st (WHOLE SEQUENCE) Was it not unlikely that leaving the ventilation shut could 
cause pig nuts to become mouldy-that the pigs would still eat it-that the pig would get 
sick-and spread àLooking at sequence, pretty unlikely for precise chain to occur. 

§ 2nd (GENERALIZED) Was it not unlikely that if food container is not suitable for 
storing food, food might be contaminated-animal that eat contaminated food might 
fall ill and die. 

§ Held: When you approach remoteness in contract, you use the more general 
approach. Don’t need to spell out the whole sequence of events. Remoteness is about 
the type of loss (nature), not the extent of loss. Doesn’t matter how many pigs die, as 
long as you can foresee that pigs will die. BUT, Consider VicL: Type of loss=loss 
profit. Why was the case about the extent of the loss? 
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o Assessed under first limb of Hadley v Baxendale. 
§ Trial judge held no ‘serious possibility’ or ‘real danger’ of mouldy nuts causing 

such degree of illness in pgs. 

 

Recent NSW case 
 
Monaghan Surveyors Pty Limited v Stratford Glen-Avon Pty Limited  
 
Facts: 

-‐ Stratford Glen-Avon purchased a property that was traversed by a right of carriageway allowing 
neighbouring properties access to a public road. It negotiated with its neighbours to move the right of 
carriageway. Despite initial resistance, an agreement was reached between Stratford Glen-Avon and 
its neighbours which would permit the carriageway to be moved at the cost of Stratford Glen-Avon. A 
surveyor was engaged by Stratford Glen-Avon, who prepared a plan for registration of the new right of 
way which was signed by Stratford Glen-Avon and the benefitting neighbours. However, prior to 
registration, the surveyor altered the plan, without the agreement or knowledge of either Stratford 
Glen-Avon or the benefitting neighbours. Several years after the plan was registered the variations 
were revealed.  

-‐ Stratford Glen-Avon claimed that its losses included:  
1) the surveying and legal expenses required to correct the title;  
2) the costs of moving a retaining wall and fencing which encroached on the right of carriageway;  
3) the cost of the litigation in the Supreme Court between Stratford Glen-Avon and its neighbours;  
4)  the loss resulting from the inability to sell the land while it was subject to a caveat lodged by the 

neighbours. The caveat was lodged to protect the neighbours’ interests in the right of carriageway.  
 
Issue 

-‐ Appellant appealed orders of District court in NSWCA, conceding liability for only the first two losses, 
but not losses (3) and (4) 

-‐ Were losses (3) and (4) too remote? 
 
Held 

Summary Box 
 
Steps in PQ  1. Itemise the particular losses sustained by P;  

2. Would this kind of loss have occurred each and every time as the result of 
this particular breach? (YES è D liable) (NO è D not liable yet);  
3. Did D have actual knowledge of potential unusual risk? (YES è D liable) (NO 
è D not liable) 

Knowledge *D must contemplate likelihood of loss (such that it is “not unlikely” as per 
Lord Reid in Koufos); does not have to be actual knowledge for usual loss 
(knowledge can be imputed- if D had turned mind to the K what would have 
reasonably been in contemplation?); must be actual knowledge for special loss 
*Timing: Need to contemplate loss before formation of K (as K = voluntarily 
assumed obligations) 
*Specificity: Don’t have to contemplate specific type/extent of loss (H Parsons); 
test = parties need to have contemplated “in some general way both (i) the type of 
damage suffered (ii) the manner in which it occurred” (Stuart v Condor 
Commercial) 
* (specific loss) + D’s assumption of responsibility for loss (small fee may be 
proof to contrary); held in Stuart that if D contemplated loss, D also presumed to 
have assumed responsibility for it; HOWEVER, this presumption can be refuted 
either expressly (in K, exclusion clause) or impliedly (e.g. disproportionate fee) 


